Complex Logistics
Simplified
General exports

We create a personalised
logistical solution to
ensure a seamless
exporting experience.
Transporting all kinds of goods to
anywhere in the world with our
network of global partners, we
give all of our clients a completely
personalised experience,
streamlining supply chains and
reducing overall costs.

With air, sea, overland and warehousing
capabilities, we develop solutions that perfectly
fit your individual needs - regardless of the
complexity of your supply chain. We are work as a
FAK (Freight All Kinds) service provider, allowing us
to export goods without hassle. We endeavour to
provide a seamless service every time.
Working with WTA UK means you will have
access to your own account manager, who can
assist you throughout the entire journey, to
ensure your goods arrive safe and sound. Your
account manager will also be able to assist you
in determining the best course of action for your
freight, depending on your requirements.
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We create clarity
and maximise the
effectiveness of your
supply chain.
For those with complicated supply chains, the
shipping of your goods can be time-consuming
and costly. To help you streamline your supply
chain and maximise the effectiveness of your
logistics, WTA UK offers a fully comprehensive
supply chain management service.
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Working hand-in-hand with you, our team of
supply chain specialists perform an in-depth
analysis of your current supply chain, carefully
mapping out your relevant business activities to
ensure that we fully understand your operations
and objectives.
From here, we can develop a completely
personalised solution that will not only
streamline your supply chain but also reduce
your overall costs as a result.
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By following our four-step process, your supply chain is
transformed into a beacon of streamlined efficiency.
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Our expertise means you
receive a customised
logistics service.
At WTA UK, we are experts across the whole logistics supply chain. We
always personalise our approach according to our client’s requirements.
For this reason, we provide a variety of logistics services including Air Freight,
Overland Freight and Sea Freight.
WTA Air Freight

WTA Overland Freight

WTA Sea Freight

Whether you have a one-off
shipment or daily needs, we can
develop an air freight solution
that works best for you. With
long-standing relationships with
the best in class carries across
the globe, you can depend on
our speed, reliability and security
when delivering your goods.

Our overland freight services
are entirely customisable. By
working with select, quality
assured partners, we can give
you the versatility, reliability
and value you need to make
your operations a streamlined
success.

The process of transporting your
goods via sea takes a great deal
of organisation and attention to
detail. At WTA, we take care of the
entire process from A to B. We have
regularly scheduled sailings on the
world’s significant trade routes, as
well as the capacity to ship to any
port that you require. We also offer
you consolidation, full container,
out of gauge and temperaturecontrolled services.
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WTA UK provides
complete visibility
from start to finish.
The secure delivery of your goods is
deeply embedded in our transport
operations. For your peace of mind
and convenience, we can give you
24/7 visibility of your goods. More
so, we can provide you with access
to any information you desire.

Aside from this, we can also provide value-added
services that fulfil your unique supply chain
requirements, including pick and pack, labelling
and inventory management.
Our bespoke online solutions give you total
control with full shipment visibility. Management
reporting and competitive pricing ensure you
receive outstanding value for money.
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We tailor our logistics
to your shipping
requirements.
As leading experts, a core part
of our service for clients is
completing our due diligence
and understanding the exports
process on a worldwide scale.

WTA UK is both AEO Certified and C-TPAT Certified.
We have a thorough understanding of customs
requirements on a local level and will help you
navigate this complex process.
Before exporting your goods, WTA UK will assist you
in taking the necessary steps to ensure a smoothsailing process. WTA UK will work with you to
ensure your product meets all legal requirements
and that you have met all of the required labelling
and licensing standards.
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WTA is here to help.
Exporting from the UK to anywhere around the globe takes planning and precision.
There are many complexities to be considered and WTA UK are ready to work with you to
ensure the smooth sailing of your exports.
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